Visible movements of the orofacial area: evidence for gestural or multimodal theories of language evolution?
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1. Introduction

Was man’s first language gestural or spoken? This age-old debate between the proponents of the gesture-first and speech-first positions has returned to central prominence in the most recent language evolution theorizing. However, this historically motivated framing of the debate about language evolution scenarios presents a false dichotomy. The traditional “gestural versus spoken” opposition would be better expressed in terms of the contrast and interplay between the sensory modalities of vision versus audition, in both production and reception. Here, we advocate such a restructuring of the debate: from the “gestural versus spoken” dichotomy, to the relative input and interplay of the visual and vocal-auditory sensory modalities, which need not necessarily contrast, but may interact in complex ways for achieving communicative effect. Taking the sensory modality as the starting point, but in a non-exclusionary way, is a step in the direction of the multimodal approaches to language origins recently championed by primatologists and gesturologists.

We devote the bulk of our paper to illustrating this point with an interesting but relatively underexplored class of phenomena: visible actions of the orofacial area. Traditionally, this topic has mostly been discussed in the context of the gestural scenarios of language emergence, where orofacial gestures – “mouth gestures” and/or “tongue-gestures” – were summoned in the context of explaining the transition from a gestural protolanguage to fully linguistic speech. Our review of the phenomenon of orofacial signalling does not rule out the possibility of orofacial gestures forming a potential “bridge” between manual gesture and speech. However, we see the evidence
reviewed here as lending itself to a far better interpretation within the framework of a multimodal conception.

2. Gestural primacy hypotheses and the ‘modality transition’ problem

Serious discussion of accounting for the origin of language in naturalistic terms (rather than as a result of Divine intervention) developed extensively in the eighteenth century. The idea that language might have originated first from forms of visible bodily action or gesture was prominent in these discussions (see Hewes 1977a, 1996 for a historical survey). From the middle of the nineteenth century discussions of language origins fell out of fashion as being too speculative (see Stam 1976). However, from the mid-1950s advances in primatology, neuroscience, genetics, paleoanthropology and archaeology, combined with the cognitive revolution instigated by Chomsky and with the growing popularity of evolutionary explanations, made it possible to approach the problem of language origins in genuinely scientific terms. Although initial attempts heavily relied on speculation, so characteristic of traditional glossogenetic philosophizing (see e.g. Swadesh 1971; Diamond 1959), soon enough much more carefully designed proposals were formulated. A harbinger of this qualitative change was Charles Hockett, who in a series of publications launched a programme of systematic comparison between language and other, mainly non-human, communication systems (1958, 1959, 1960a, 1960b, 1966; Hockett & Altmann 1968). His design-features approach played a key role in alleviating the glossogenetic taboo in linguistics, and is still regularly appealed to in comparative contexts (see e.g. Hauser 1997; Fitch 2010 but also Liebal, Waller, Burrows & Slocombe 2014). Notwithstanding its historical importance, Hockett’s framing of language as a disembodied, user-external code is making it obsolete in
contemporary language evolution, which has more interest in the user-internal, evolved cognitive and socio-cognitive capacities underlying language use (for a discussion see Wacewicz & Żywiczyński 2015a).

The father of modern gestural theories of language origin was Gordon Hewes (1973, 1975, 1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1996), whose consideration for empirical detail became paradigmatic of the whole newly forming research area of language evolution. He was careful to reserve the term Gestural Primacy Hypothesis (GPH) for modern-day arguments in favour of gestural accounts of the emergence of language and managed to indicate lines of evidence that have secured GPH a lasting presence in the language evolution research. His inspiration came from Gardners’ work with the chimpanzee Washoe (Gardner & Gardner 1969), which led to him to the – now firmly established – view that acquiring a (limited) vocabulary of manual as opposed to vocal signs is well within the reach of our nearest ape cousins, and thus presumably the last Common Ancestors (LCA) that humans share with chimpanzees (Arbib 2005; Tomasello 2008). Another important insight was related to the expressive, symbolic and combinatorial potential of gestures (Hewes 1973; Steklis & Harnard 1976; Corballis, 2002; Armstrong & Wilcox 2007). Hewes also singled out the problem of modality transition, i.e. transfer from the original visual modality to the primarily vocal modality of language, as the biggest challenge to gestural scenarios and argued that the prospects of GPH would depend on empirically well-founded and non-trivial explanation of the modality switch.

Over the past two decades, the gestural view of language origin has been strengthening its status as a major contender in the field of language evolution. Naturally, it has not been without its critics. For example, gesture scientists point to a very deep integration of speech with gesture in the prototypical use of language, i.e.
face-to-face conversation (Kendon 2004), taking it as evidence of a unified system with a common evolutionary history (Kendon 2011; McNeill et al. 2008; McNeill 2012). It has also been noted that in the face of the predominantly spoken nature of the large majority of today’s natural languages, the gestural position is less explanatorily economical, as it has to postulate an extra step of “modality transition” (e.g. Bosman et al. 2005). This problem is particularly severe given the incontestable status of signed languages as fully functional human languages, which leaves the apparent “modality transition” or “modality switch” without any obvious motivation: a gestural protolanguage would seem to predict natural development into signed rather than spoken languages. This difficulty was already recognized by Hewes and has since then been posed as a central theoretical challenge to the gestural view by its proponents and critics alike (Burling 2005; Corballis 2002; Fitch 2010; Hewes 1973; Kendon 1991, 2008; MacNeilage 2008; Tallerman 2012).

3. Orofacial gestures and language origins

Recently, many authors have pointed to the phenomenon of the gestures of the orofacial area as a possible platform for accomplishing the required transition (e.g. Arbib 2012; Corballis 2003; Orzechowski et al. 2014). The idea of orofacial gestures as an important component in language origins itself has an interesting history. Its most recent proponents (Woll 2014; Meguerditchian et al. 2014) go back to the observation of Charles Darwin (1872), who noted imitative involvement of the orofacial area accompanying bodily routines, such as moving the jaw when using scissors, or moving the tongue in children learning to write. Although Woll (2014) credits the phonologist Henry Sweet (1888) with the first explicit statement of the possible involvement of this
phenomenon in language emergence, it appears that Alfred Russel Wallace, the co-author of the natural selection theory, made a pioneering attempt to explore the glossogenetic potential of mouth and tongue gestures. In his review of Tylor’s *Anthropology*, Wallace noted that the forms of the English words “come” and “go” are non-arbitrary (contrary to what Tylor claims), as the first of these is pronounced with a closure and contraction of the lips, while the latter, with a lip protrusion. Summoning the phenomenon of lip-pointing found among “many savages” as well as linguistic examples from French, German and Italian, he argued that the lip-protrusion in the word “go” can be understood as a mouth gesture for giving directions (Wallace 1881, pp. 244-245). Later, in “The Expressiveness of Speech”, an essay in *The Fortnightly Review* (1895), he tried to combine this argument with both sound-symbolic and gestural accounts to propose a multi-faceted, and multimodal, scenario of language emergence.

The mouth gesture theory was revived by R. A. S. Paget (1930, 1944), who pointed to the fact that linguistic vocalizations are a product of movements performed by articulatory and phonatory organs. Drawing on Darwin’s observation, Paget observed that the actions of the mouth and other articulators often echo hand movements, which led him to put forward a bold if controversial thesis: speech arose in the process of the mouth, tongue and lips involuntarily imitating body movements, out of which he considered hand gesticulations as most significant (Hawhee 2006). Since, as he argues, the hands became occupied with tool use, mouth and tongue gestures assumed the dominant role in this pantomimic mode of expression. Importantly, Paget was not concerned with the visual signalling of the orofacial area but with the acoustic consequences of the mouth and tongue movements, which—when heard—could be understood as imitative of the articulators’ actions: “the significant elements in human
speech are the postures and gestures [of the organs of articulation], rather than the sounds. The sounds only serve to indicate the postures and gestures which produced them. W lip-read by ear” (1930, p. 174). To support his claims, Paget amassed linguistic material from many unrelated languages (including Chinese, Sumerian and Arawak) with a view to demonstrating that phonetic and semantic resemblances between them could be best explained by the mouth-gesture theory. The Icelandic linguist Jóhanneson, who was independently engaged in a very similar project, summoned bulky evidence from Indo-European and Semitic languages to claim that as many as 85% of lexemes were derived from mouth gestures understood as the movements of lips and tongue (1949; cf. Hewes 1977b).

More recently, orofacial gestures have been proposed as a candidate “link” between the hypothesized gestural stage of protolinguistic communication and spoken language – based on a variety of arguments coming from anthropology (Hewes, e.g. 1996), linguistics (Studdert-Kennedy 2002), and primatology (e.g. Meguerditchian et al. 2011). The most comprehensive account of the role of orofacial gestures in the putative gesture-speech transition comes from Michael Corballis (2002, 2003, 2012), who provides a more-up-to-date version of Hewes’s argument about the neural control of primate gestural communication. Corballis highlights the fact that monkeys and non-human apes possess voluntary control over manual as well orofacial gestural actions afforded by neocortical connections, which does not likewise extend to the control of vocalization. For Corballis, this constitutes a platform upon which language could be built. The evolutionary transition from hand and mouth gestures to speech would have been late and gradual, and even today is not complete, as illustrated by the phenomenon of co-speech gesturing.
Corballis also notes that speech itself is fundamentally a system of movements of the speech organs, and may thus be considered a system of “gestures”. This echoes the idea originally developed by Armstrong, Stokoe and Wilcox (1994, 1995; also Armstrong and Wilcox 2007) of both speech and gesture being “planned sequences of musculo-skeletal actions” (although, as Kendon [2008: 13] notes, the similarity is rather superficial and obfuscates the difference in the perceptual processes for speech and gesture comprehension). Following this line of thinking, there is continuity from manual gestures, through visible orofacial gestures to the invisible gestures of the vocal tract. Vocalization is the addition that makes these movements accessible to the receiver in the auditory modality. In that sense speech is simply “swallowed” orofacial gesturing. With the emergence of complex combinatorial meanings and grammatical structure, a repertoire of these gestures would have had to grow larger and finally gain autonomy from the visually perceptible base. On this scenario, the relatively flexible orofacial area plays a leading role in the gradual evolutionary extension of flexible voluntary control to the more internal parts of the vocal tract.

Orofacial gestures form a pivotal component of the gestural-pantomimic scenario developed by Michael Arbib (2002, 2005, 2006, 2012). According to his influential Mirror System Hypothesis (MSH), the original gestural mode of communication, which involved the use of both manual and orofacial gestures, “recruited” vocalization, thus giving rise to a more open referential system. Explaining the logistics of this transition, Arbib emphasizes the role of the orofacial mirror neuron system discovered in monkeys’ homologue of Broca’s area (the F5 area) and argues that a comparable structure in the hominin brain provided the neural infrastructure for volitionally controlled vocalizations. In a similar vein, primatologists such as Leavens,
Taglialetela and Hopkins (2014) or Meguerditchian and Vauclair (2014), appealing to comparative data, argue that “the oro-facial system might constitute a relevant mediator between the gestural communicatory system and speech in the evolution of language” (Meguerditchian & Vauclair 2014, p. 148). A closer discussion follows in sections 5.2 and 8.

A different view on the evolutionary role of the orofacial area is offered by the psycholinguist Peter MacNeilage. Rather than with orofacial gestures per se, his frame-content theory begins with the cyclical movements of the jaw during food ingestion. To McNeilage, the rhythmical mandibular oscillations (opening and closing of the jaw) that occur when masticating food did not provide a bridge between gestures and speech; rather, they were a starting point for language, which – as he insists – has existed in the vocal-auditory channel since its earliest evolutionary beginnings (MacNeilage & Davies 2005; MacNeilage, 2008). Ferrari, Gallese, Rizzolatti and Fogassi (2003) furnish supporting evidence for some link between masticatory actions and the communicative function, showing that in monkeys, observing ingestive actions – such as grasping, sucking or breaking food – causes response of mirror neurons in the F5 area, which is considered as a homologue of Broca’s region in humans. This extends the scope of the Mirror Neuron System from hand actions to mouth actions, with implications for a communicative potential of the movements involved in mastication.

4. From “gesture versus speech” to sensory modality

Does research into visible movements of the orofacial area provide evidence for a gestural theory of language origins? We wish to begin by noting that this question is very likely ill-posed. Although motivated historically, framing the debate in the binary
terms of gesture versus speech is misguided and too restrictive, for several reasons. Firstly, from the vantage point of communicative dynamics, the term “gesturing” favours the producer’s role relative to that of the recipient. Referring instead to the visual and vocal modalities – as we prefer – provides a more balanced view of interaction, attending both to the producer’s communicative actions (not only manual) and to the receiver’s states of visual attention in processing those actions. Furthermore, such a view is more inclusive: instead of the narrow focus on the hand and arm, it recognizes the communicative contributions of other types of visual information. In fact, a variety of language origins scenarios classified as “gestural”, from Mandeville and Condillac to Arbib (2012) or Tomasello (2008), rely on full-body communicative action rather than manual gesture alone.

Finally, and most importantly, restructuring the debate in terms of the relative input and interplay of the visual and vocal-auditory sensory modalities helps to see those two modalities not as mutually exclusive alternatives, but rather as providing a range of semiotic resources which stand in complex and diverse relations to each other.

From an evolutionary point of view, this takes the focus off the question of “primacy”, and foregrounds the relative input or division of labour between the modalities on different stages of the development of the language faculty (Collins 2013). Such observations have led to the rise of the multimodal theories, which see a nontrivial role of each of the two major modalities – as well as their closer connection and interaction – throughout the entire process of language evolution (e.g. Kendon 2011; McNeill 2012; Sandler 2013). Although relatively recent, the multimodal accounts are quickly gaining ground, cf. the symptomatic statement by Gillespie-Lynch, Greenfield, Lyn, and Savage-Rumbaugh (2014, p. 6) “Although the study that is the
focus of this review was designed to evaluate the gestural theory of language evolution, our findings revealed unexpected support for the multimodal theory of language evolution. In retrospect, a multimodal theory of language evolution is more logical than a purely gestural theory...

It is important to observe that such approaches usually work from a better understanding of animal communication in general, and human communication in particular, which improves our conceptions of both the “starting point” and “end state” for language evolution (cf. McNeill in press). As for the “original substrate”, our best inference about the putative capacities of the Pan-Homo LCA comes from extant communication systems in monkeys and nonhuman apes; recently available comparative data show non-human primate communication to be multimodal to a much broader extent than previously acknowledged. To some degree this is unavoidable, because many communicative actions combine visual and vocal information by their very nature (e.g. shaking a tree branch). However, apes can and do change between the communication channels flexibly and strategically. For example, Leavens, Russell and Hopkins (2010, p. 39) note that “the ability to exercise choice over modality of communication and to tactically vary the display of signals within a context-appropriate modality emerges in captive populations of chimpanzees in the complete absence of any explicit training to do so”. Wild chimpanzees fall back upon the visual mode when more secrecy is needed (e.g. Hobaiter & Byrne 2012), but use the vocal-auditory mode for attracting attention, by making calls or auditory gestures, or using objects (e.g. leaf clipping to produce loud noises, Matsumoto-Oda & Tomonaga 2005). They also combine visual and vocal signalling depending on the communicative context (Taglialatela, Russell, Pope, Morton, Bogart, Reamer, Schapiro & Hopkins 2015).
Liebal, Waller, Burrows and Slocombe (2014, esp. Chapters 5 and 10) summarize impressive evidence documenting the role of both auditory and visual (manual, facial, and whole-body) signals, as well as some input from other modalities.

As for the “end state”, the notion of language is now undergoing a major theoretical change. Starting with de Saussure, linguists were committed to the view that language constitutes a system independent of other, that is non-linguistic, semiotic resources. Such an attitude was accompanied by the tendency to displace language from the context of its prototypical use – face-to-face interaction – and treat it as a system of abstract rules. At this juncture, it should be remembered that linguistics as a scientific enterprise grew out the philological tradition preoccupied with the study of written texts, primarily Latin and Greek (Harpham 2009). With the rise of historical and comparative linguistics in the first half of 19th century, the philological way of thinking about language with its heavy emphasis on ruled-based morphosyntax (Ashcroft 2001) and the written language bias (Linell 2005) was solidified into a model of linguistic description. The culmination of this “longstanding obsession of linguistics” (to borrow a phrase from Hewes 1973, p. 11) was the generative programme defined by the claim that the essential property of language is combinatorial syntax (e.g. Pinker 1994, p. 124). Syntactocentrism has been robust in the discussions of evolution of language by Chomsky and his various collaborators stressing the radical disparity between non-human communication and language understood as a computational processor (Hauser et al. 2002; Fitch et al. 2005; Bolhuis et al. 2014).

Currently, these views that regard language as an autonomous module are slowly being abandoned in favour looking at language in the context of its presumed prototypical use – face-to-face conversation. This new way of thinking about language
recognizes its multifaceted nature, including among the components traditionally thought of as belonging to language also the cognitive infrastructure related to intentionality (Grice 1975; Sperber & Wilson 1986; Tomasello 2008), mental imagery and meaning embodiment (Langacker 1987; Lakoff & Johnson 1999), or socio-normative elements (e.g. Watts 2003). More importantly for the context at hand, there is a growing tendency to view linguistic communication as relying not just on speech but a variety of semiotic resources, such as gesture, posture or prosody (Vigliocco et al. 2014, p. 1), which leads to the idea of language as “multi-modalic orchestration”, to use Kendon’s wording (Kendon 2011, p. 267). Of course, this trend for communicative holism has not appeared de novo in recent years; it has strong roots in functional and cognitive linguistics (Halliday 1973; Lakoff & Johnson 1980), Goffman’s interactionism (1959, 1969), Vygotsky’s psychology (1978, 1987), and the tradition of distributed cognition, or more specifically distributed language with its focus on languaging – the use of linguistic practices in real-life cognitive and communicative dialogic activities (Cowley 2011).

However, the decisive effort to give the multimodal conception a firm empirical footing was taken by gesturologists. The idea that linguistic communication depends on the organisation and synchronisation of body movements and speech has been a recurrent motif in Kendon’s works (e.g. 1972, 2004, 2011, 2014b). McNeill has sought to elaborate a theoretical model for speech, hand movement and thought integration based on the notion of growth point – a minimal psychological unit of language expressed by speech and gesture (1992, 2000, 2005). A lot of empirical findings about the relation between gesture and conceptual organisation of utterances as well as the
significance of gestures for language acquisition comes from Goldin-Meadow’s research (2003, 2008).

The gesturologists were also the first to transpose arguments about the multimodal nature of language, or rather languaging, onto the evolutionary plane, claiming that from its beginnings, it “involved vocal signaling as well as signaling through visible bodily action” (Kendon 2011, p. 254). Consistent with an increasing awareness of the complex and multimodal nature of human communication is the 2014 issue the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B, "Language as a multimodal phenomenon: implications for language learning, processing and evolution” (edited by Vigliocco, Perniss, & Vinson), documenting the extent to which multimodal conceptions has penetrated ways of thinking about language – e.g. its acquisition (Goldin-Meadow 2014; Liszkowski 2014), processing (Özyürek 2014; Skipper 2014) and, of course, evolutionary beginnings (Levinson & Holler 2014; Sereno 2014). In a comparative context, another 2014 publication (Liebal et al. 2014) illustrates exciting prospects for the multimodal approach to the study of primate communication. Certainly, multimodal approaches to language origins reflect a recent trend towards viewing language evolution from a very broad, holistic and multidisciplinary perspective; most importantly, appreciation of its embedding in a social context (Dor et al. 2014; Wacewicz & Żywiczyński 2015b). Of particular note are accounts that emphasize a more holistic use of not just modalities, but a wide range of different semiotic resources, such as song, dance, vocal imitation or pantomime (see e.g. Kendon 2014a; Levinson & Holler 2014; Lewis 2014; Zlatev 2014).

In sum, we agree with Kendon (2011) in observing that the “gestural versus spoken” opposition, and the resulting “modality transition” problem, is superficial.
Language evolution theorising frequently oversimplifies both the starting point as gestural and the end-state as speech (e.g. Mühlenbernd et al. 2014). When taken seriously, available primatological as well as anthropological evidence shows unambiguously that the communication of extant nonhuman apes (and thus the hypothetical communicative system of the Pan-Homo LCA) as well as present-day naturalistic communication of humans both have a very profoundly multimodal character. In what follows, we review available evidence of the communicative role of the orofacial area and then evaluate this information in the context of language origins.

5. Visible movements of the orofacial area

In language origins research, and linguistically informed research in general, the rich communicative potential of the orofacial area in producing visual signals has not been the center of interest, at least when compared to its role in sound production. However, in primates, and especially the almost exclusively diurnal monkeys and apes, the face provides some of the most vital social information. This anatomical area is fundamental to individual recognition (even kinship recognition) and to assessing the age, sex, health status, reproductive value as well as current affective state and visual attention of the individual, and it also aids in evaluating its physical strength and social status (e.g. Parr & de Waal 1999; Parr et al. 2010; Little et al. 2008; Little et al. 2011). Consequently, the facial area serves as the natural focus of visual attention in primate social interactions.

Consistently with our focus on the modality, below we take into consideration all visible movements of the orofacial area, i.e. those movements of the muscles of the front of the head (including the ocular, masticatory, facial and lingual muscles) that are
visually accessible to other individuals. This broad class of behaviours with distinct neural or psychological mechanisms fulfil a range of primary functions, out of which we foreground the communicative function sensu Ekman and Friesen (1969). Consequently, central to our discussion are orofacial gestures, which we understand as movements characterized by a high degree of voluntary control, whose production is volitional, flexible, and originates from a communicative intention: they are intended to convey specific information to other individuals. To use Goffman’s (1963, pp.13-14) famous distinction between information one “gives” and “emits, exudes, or gives off”, the interactional status of orofacial gestures, as we define them, is that of “expressions given” rather than “given off”. Prototypically, orofacial gestures are such movements that can be readily supplemented with the production of sound, and whose elements can be controlled individually rather than as complexes. We single out articulatory gestures as a separate class; although they are volitional and visually perceptible to a certain extent, their communicative function is realized solely through the production of speech sounds (Browman & Goldstein 1989; Eccardt 2006).

A related category are mouth and tongue gestures understood as kinetic echoes of limb, and more narrowly hand, movements. In contrast to orofacial gestures they are performed with little voluntary control and communicative intention but can be easily co-opted for sound production. Historically, authors such as Darwin, Wallace, Paget and Jóhanneson were concerned with this type of mouth and tongue actions; their speculations are often referred to as the mouth gesture theory of language origin, the term coined by Wallace (1895), although “the mouth and tongue gesture theory” would perhaps be an apter description. A crucial aspect of this way of thinking about the
emergence of language is the versatile potential of mouth and tongue gestures for sound production, providing a “link” between the visual and vocal-auditory modalities.

Next, there are complex actions of the face related to exhibiting emotions. Following some psychological literature, we distinguish facial displays, which intentionally convey information pertaining to actions that an organism is ready to pursue (Fridlund 1997). Thus, “facial displays are expressive to another person rather than expressive of an underlying state” (Chovil 1997, p. 321), including discourse-oriented facial displays such as brow movements or upper lip raising as “linguistic elements of a message” (Chovil 1991/1992, p. 166). This differs from facial expression, which is frequently taken as involuntary expression of emotion or other internal states, with its types tightly linked to specific classes of releaser stimuli. However, the degree of voluntary control and intentionality may vary (see 4.2.), and the distinction between facial expression and facial displays in the sense above is not always sharp. Note that from the point of view of the signalling theory, facial expressions are signals rather than cues. Signals are behaviours or features that evolved “for” signalling, and their design is specifically shaped by selection pressures to influence the actions of the receivers, whereas cues are behaviours or features that supply information but did not evolve “for” the signalling function (Maynard Smith & Harper 2003, pp. 3-8).

Other visible movements of the face and mouth are not directly motivated by the social interaction context in either the functional or phylogenetic sense: they are above all cues, not signals. Still, on Ekman and Friesen’s (1969) classification, they can be informative, i.e. decoded by observers as “meaningful” even if not produced by the sender with an intention to convey information. This includes ingestive movements, performed during chewing and swallowing food, as well as manipulative movements for
operating objects (indeed, dental wear evidence indicates that pre-sapiens hominins relied on the mouth and the teeth as a third hand to a greater extent than present day humans, (see e.g. Le Cabec et al. 2013). Interestingly, both ingestion and oral grasping were found to activate the mirror neuron system in the macaque (Ferrari et al. 2003).

5.1. Facial expression

Interest in facial expressions in primates has a long history (e.g. Darwin 1872; Hinde & Rowell 1962; van Hooff 1967). Facial expressions are essential in the social lives of apes as “critically important for coordinating social interaction, facilitating group cohesion and maintaining individual social relationships” (Parr & Waller 2006, p. 221). Although facial expression is perceived visually, recently there has been growing appreciation of its essentially multimodal nature, resulting in appeals for more integrative research (e.g. Slocombe et al. 2011). The production of many vocalizations is naturally coupled with a “dedicated” facial expression (see e.g. Goodall 1986), but more interestingly this is also reflected in reception. For example, Ghazanfar and Logothetis (2003) showed that rhesus monkeys perceive vocalization and the accompanying facial expression cross-modally, as a unified signal. Similarly, Parr (2004) found that captive chimpanzees can recognize a facial expression only by the corresponding vocalization – although, characteristically, composite visual-vocal stimulus in the multimodal condition led to improved performance relative to the unimodal condition.

5.2. Voluntary control and plasticity
Both facial expression (as opposed to facial displays) and vocalization in non-human primates have traditionally been seen as largely innate, emotionally driven and involuntary, and thus dissociated from language-like communication or its precursors. However, the discontinuity between emotional, involuntary facial expression and voluntary orofacial praxis is in fact far from obvious. In humans, almost every single muscle of the face may be voluntarily moved, even if for some of them this requires training or prior electrical stimulation (Ekman et al. 2002). The performance of professional actors and mimes illustrates the human potential to bring under voluntary control and deploy intentionally even seemingly inflexible facial configurations. Thus, as we noted above, the division into facial expressions and facial displays is not always clear-cut.

The proposed rigidity of vocal signals served as one of the keystones of the argumentation in favour of the gestural hypotheses (e.g. Hewes 1976, 1977a, 1996; Corballis 2002; Tomasello 2008). This line of argumentation stresses the discontinuity between subcortically controlled, species-specific vocalisations of monkeys and apes, which are primarily related to emotional expression, and the voluntary execution of speech in humans. As stressed by Hewes (e.g. 1973, 1977a) and Corballis (2002), since apes are able to engage in volitional gestural communication, it constitutes a likely platform for the origin of protolanguage.

Now a wealth of recent studies have converged to qualify if not question this received view in several ways. Firstly, even the relatively rigid vocalizations manifest a degree of plasticity dependent on social and cognitive factors. For example, Clay and Zuberbühler (2014) review evidence for chimpanzee and bonobo calls being combined in sequences, and modified based on the composition of the audience ("audience
effects”) or even on their state of knowledge, since calls are apparently used to inform naive individuals. Watson et al. (2015) report a case of captive chimpanzees who, after their transfer into a new social group, have changed the acoustic structure of a food call to match more closely that characteristic of the target group; this demonstrates some potential for ontogenetic plasticity. Leavens, Taglialatela and Hopkins (2014) discuss flexible use of attention-getting calls in chimpanzees, including at least one voiced call (extended grunt), made with the use of the vocal folds.

Secondly, a distinction should be made between articulation and phonation. While it is true that monkeys and apes have limited phonatory control (see e.g. Sutton 1979; Eberl 2010; Ackermann & Ziegler 2010), this does not similarly extend to their control of the supralaryngeal vocal tract. Unsurprisingly, monkeys and apes possess considerable voluntary control of the tongue and the mouth, which means that the motor and neural substrates are in place for relatively refined articulation of learned sounds. Zimmermann et al. (2013, p. 126) speak of “an unexpected degree of freedom in orofacial gestures of learned sounds … in several nonhuman mammalian species”, which include chimpanzees and orangutans. In addition to the extended grunts mentioned above, Leavens et al. (2014) list kisses, lip smacks, pants, raspberries, and teeth chomps as examples of attention-getting calls used voluntarily by both wild and captive apes; they also cite examples of voluntary skilled orofacial action in captive apes, such as blowing up a balloon or smoking. Clark and Perlman (2014) report a range (admittedly small) of acquired sounds in the enculturated female gorilla Koko, who uses them in coordination with manual behaviours and gestures. Furthermore, lip smacking in macaque monkeys was found to display structural, especially rhythmical, similarities to human speech (Ghazanfar et al. 2012). Here, a particularly impressive illustration is
the rhythmical lip smacking in geladas accompanied by a derived vocalization component (Bergman 2013), which possesses the periodicity so closely resembling human speech (6-9 Hz) that reports exist of geladas being mistaken for talking humans.

We want to emphasize that where the sound signalling in apes is communicatively flexible and ontogenetically plastic, it appears to involve mostly the front of the mouth and the orofacial area, that is the areas best visually accessible to the observer. Notably, such behaviours are most common in affiliative, relaxed social interactions, which could be termed “proto-conversational” from the human perspective. For example, wild chimpanzees apparently use lip-smacking, “a distinct multimodal oral gesture produced during grooming”, to coordinate bouts of grooming in a cooperative way (Fedurek et al. 2015). Leavens et al. (2014) take similar observations to support Corballis’s “hand-to-mouth” idea of gesture-to-speech evolutionary transition – especially in conjunction with Dunbar’s (1996) vocal grooming hypothesis, which stresses the social context and social purpose of communication. We find merit in this proposal, but would like to suggest that the above data lend themselves to a broader interpretation, viewing both the vocal and the visual to be part of a composite and partly redundantly structured message (see below).

Finally, non-human primates possess the neural substrates for the multimodal mapping between the visual input and motor output of orofacial movement – a necessary (if not sufficient) precondition for social learning of such movements (Arbib 2012, pp. 73-74). Although apes and monkeys are incapable of imitation – at least in the sense of spontaneous, high-fidelity copying of instrumental actions (e.g. Call & Carpenter 2003) – they apparently share with humans the ability for neonatal imitation of facial movements (e.g. Bard 2007). Particularly informative are the monkey data on
mirror neurons. There are bimodal – that is audio-visual – mirror neurons which code actions independently of whether they are performed, seen or heard (Kohler et al. 2002; Gazzola et al. 2006); however, no such mirror neurons seem to exist for monkey conspecific vocalization (e.g. Coudé et al. 2011). But there are mirror systems for orofacial movement, including both ingestive action such as chewing or lip smacking and communicative gestures such as silent human speech (see Ferrari et al. 2003; Buccino et al. 2004); likewise, auditory mirror systems exist for listening to and execution of instrumental mouth actions (Gazzola et al. 2006).

6. Orofacial action and language

Visible movements of the area of the face and mouth – mainly facial displays as defined in the section 5 – fulfil a variety of roles in face-to-face use of language. There is now a sizeable body of research showing them as an integral component of conversational meaning-making, both on the levels of conveying content and regulating interaction. Birdwhistell (1970) observes that facial displays serve such linguistic functions as marking emphasis, supplementing speech and backchanneling; this last point is developed by Brunner (1979), who demonstrates that smiles constitute an important type of backchanneling signal. Content-wise, facial displays bear on messages communicated by speech in both redundant and non-redundant ways, and their context-dependent character is often emphasized (Chovil 1991/1992, 1997). Facial displays also aid a variety of syntactic and prosodic purposes, e.g. help formulate questions, mark punctuation, indicate speech emphasis or syntactic functions (Ekman 1979). This is related to the vital role of facial displays for discourse organisation, for example topic initiation (Chovil 1997). Clark and Gerrig (1990) enumerate three principal means by
which this type of visual information conveys meaning: it adds on the information communicated linguistically, draws interactants’ attention to objects or events, and helps them act out elements of verbal messages. In sum, “... facial displays of conversants are active, symbolic components of integrated messages” (Bavelas & Chovil 1997, p. 334) as well as play an important regulatory role in conversational dynamics.

6.1. Orofacial gestures in sign language

Signed languages of the deaf define a special context in which orofacial gestures are employed strictly linguistically. Orofacial gestures may function grammatically in a sign language and can even show patterns of L1 to L2 transfer in sign-speech bilinguals (e.g. eyebrow raise, which marks conditionals in the American Sign Language; Pyers & Emmorey 2008). Orofacial signs are either mouthings – oral patterns tracing the pronunciation of the corresponding word in a spoken language – or mouth gestures, which are not derived from spoken languages (Woll 2001; Sutton-Spence 2005). Note that used in this sense, mouth gestures differ from our definition of the term: although they do accompany hand actions, mouth gestures related to sign language are executed volitionally and with a communicative intention. Mouth gestures of this sort frequently involve sound production: “[s]ome LSN signers mark certain adverbial and aspectual information with mouth gestures often accompanied by distinct vocalizations that are visually detectable ...” (Kegl et al. 1999, p. 183). Mouth gestures are often iconic (Sutton-Spence 2005, p. 11), and this iconicity appears to be “overdetermined” visually and vocally, i.e. the modalities work together to express the same motivated information (see section 7).
Woll (2014, p. 4) highlights a special class of mouth gestures, Echo Phonology, where “the mouth action is a visual and motoric <echo> of the hand action in a number of respects: onset and offset, dynamic characteristics (speed and acceleration) and type of movement (e.g., opening or closing of the hand, wiggling of the fingers)”. In a way strongly reminiscent of Paget and Jóhanneson, Woll sees echo phonology as a candidate mechanism for the evolutionary transition from manual gesture to speech, and especially from motivated manual signals to abstract vocal ones. She proposes “a possible leap from echo phonology in signs to a situation where voicing accompanies these mouth gestures so that they begin to have independent existence as lexical items” (2014, pp. 5-6); this is reinforced by neuroimaging data showing that the brain activation patterns of echo phonological mouth gestures resemble those of manual-only signs rather than speech (Capek et al. 2008 in Woll 2014). To this, we would like to add that echo phonology is another case where the message is “overdetermined”, as the mouth and the hand work together to convey the message with some degree of redundancy. Other examples of partly redundant and partly complementary hand and mouth communicative action involve “symbiotic” orofacial co-sign gesturing, in which “iconic mouth gestures are co-temporal with the manual verbal string, and they complement or embellish it” (Sandler 2009, p. 255) as well as manual emblems that have an obligatory orofacial component (Ricci Bitti & Poggi 1991).

6.2. The orofacial area in speech perception

Visual information from the orofacial area has an important and well documented role in speech recognition: it is processed jointly with the vocal information and integrated with it on early processing stages. An often cited example is the so-called McGurk
effect, in which a visual image of the speaker’s mouth producing the syllable /ga/ shown with the sound of the syllable /ba/ results in the perception of the syllable /da/, /d/’s articulatory position being intermediate between /b/ and /g/ (McGurk & MacDonald 1976). It is particularly noteworthy that phenomenologically this artificial composite stimulus “feels” completely natural to observers, which shows that the integration of both modalities works on a very fundamental level in the cognitive unconscious. Under normal circumstances, visual information “overdetermines” the acoustic message, being used to improve recognition accuracy. As is well known, it is possible to decode speech visually, which is perhaps best evidenced by the high success rates of deaf persons in lip and face reading (Summerfield 1992). Seeing the face of the speaker also aids speech comprehension in hearing individuals, including comprehension in L2 learners (Sueyoshi & Hardison 2005; note that the largest improvement was found in advanced learners). The gains from visually transmitted information in decoding speech are made clear by the development of bimodal, that is auditory plus visual, automatic speech recognition systems (e.g. Chibelushi et al. 2002). The bimodal integration of speech signals is convincingly explained by the fact that vocal tract movements result in predictable orofacial configurations, as empirically demonstrated by Jiang et al. (2002) and Yehia et al. (1998) and Yehia et al. (2002). In relation to this point, Ghazanfar and Lewkowicz (2008) show that the behaviour of the vocal tract determines the spatiotemporal behaviour of the orofacial area. The bimodal account gains further support from studies showing increased excitability of the orofacial muscles during speech perception tasks (e.g. Watkins & Paus 2004; cf. Ravizza 2005). It is worth observing that all the data summoned in this section are consistent with the motor theory of speech perception, which views the core representation of the phonological system
not as sound values but rather as movements – gestures – executed by the articulatory apparatus (Liberman et al. 1967; Liberman & Mattingly 1985; Liberman & Whalen 2000; see also Galantucci et al. 2006).

6.3 Orofacial praxis and language

A possibly important piece of the puzzle is the role of the genetic substrates for orofacial praxis – i.e. generalized fine motor control – on the one hand, and a broad range of linguistic skills on the other. An interesting case of disruptions to orofacial praxis is exemplified by developmental verbal dyspraxia (DVD) caused by a mutation to the FOXP2 gene (i.e. the KE phenotype; Vargha-Khadem et al. 1998). This condition represents a link on a genetic level between orofacial movement and language. It involves impairment of orofacial praxis: the control of the muscles of that area is impaired, disrupting the performance of complex volitional orofacial movements, not necessarily related to speech. However, as is well known, the affected individuals also display a range of language-related deficits, including impaired speech production and comprehension of syntactically complex sentences (see e.g. Marcus & Fisher 2003; Enard et al. 2002). The gene SRPX2 – itself a target of FOXP2 – likewise seems to affect both orofacial praxis (also finger praxis) and verbal ability more generally (Roll et al. 2006; see also Sia et al. 2013).

7. Visual-vocal redundancy

As we have seen repeatedly, sound production by the vocal apparatus is a motor process that to a significant extent manifests itself externally in the form of predictable orofacial
configurations. As a result, the specific anatomic configurations leading to the production of particular sounds are visually observable, and frequently also visually identifiable. In many cases we can speak of obligatory pairings of visual and vocal signals – e.g. an open mouth and roaring vocalization (Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973) – where the two modalities convey information that is “redundant” from the receiver’s perspective.

One well-studied aspect of such orofacial-vocal redundancy is related to the observation made originally by Darwin (1872; later corroborated by ethological research: e.g. Andrew 1963; van Hooff 1962, 1967, 1972) that humans and non-human primates exhibit similar facial gestures during emotional expressions: specifically, the smile (or the lip-corner retraction gesture) is linked to a variety of submissive displays, whereas the so-called “o-face”, performed with the lips rounded and protruded, is involved in expressing aggression and disapproval. Based on this idea, Morton (1977) and Ohala (1983, 1994) postulated the existence of an orofacial-frequency code in which the two gestural complexes are correlated with vocalizations of distinct frequencies. In smiling, the face is shaped so as to produce a higher-pitch (higher $F_0$) signal, indicative of a smaller body size and typical of submissive screams. The “o-face”, in contrast, is a shape associated with the production of lower-$F_0$ signals, which exaggerate the size of the animal, leading to the perception of that expression as a threat signal. Empirical studies, targeting mainly monkeys and non-human apes, confirmed this assumption (August & Anderson 1987; Bauer 1987; Hauser 1993, 1997).

This affords an interesting perspective on sound symbolism, which has been recently acknowledged as a robust phenomenon and proposed to help bootstrap language acquisition and potentially language evolution (Imai & Kita 2014). Note that
nonarbitrary pairings between sounds and meanings are accompanied by predictable orofacial configurations that are necessary to produce those sounds. Consequently, such configurations may also become associated with the corresponding meanings visually, and sound symbolism may come to have a visual component (cf. Gentilucci & Corballis 2006; see also section 6). This type of overdetermination can lead to interactive and cognitive benefits, e.g. intersensory redundancy was found to aid aspects of early language acquisition (Gogate & Bahrick 1998; see also Gillespie-Lynch et al. 2014). It can also be seen in mouth gestures in signed languages (see 4.1), and is particularly evident with motivated meanings, which seem to display convergent vocal and visual iconicity, cf. Sutton-Spence’s (2005, p. 11) examples: “pursed lips for something very small, air escaping through vibrating lips for a steady movement”.

8. Hand-to-mouth: neural and behavioural links

Recently, an increasing number of studies have emphasized neuro-motor and behavioural links in human and nonhuman primates between the orofacial area and the upper limb, and in particular between the lips and the fingers. In monkeys, electrical stimulation of the Brodmann area 44, Broca’s homologue, was found to produce hand and lip movements (Petrides et al. 2005; see also Petrides & Pandya 2009). More fine-grained behavioural links have been observed in nonhuman apes. For example, captive chimpanzees move the lips when precision-gripping and use the mouth as a third hand (cf. Leavens et al. 2014). They also perform more “sympathetic” mouth movements in the context of concurrent fine object manipulation than that of concurrent gross object manipulation (Waters & Fouts 2002). Similarly, Meguerditchian et al. (2014) report “involuntary” or automatic orofacial movements associated with finger movements in
wild chimpanzees and note that precision gripping tends to be preferentially accompanied by lip smacks, while gestures such as “hair sweeping” – by a greater proportion of “chewing” or “kisses”. This leads them to postulate “strong neuro-motor links” in our ape cousins.

In humans, there is ample evidence for simultaneous, spontaneous, concerted hand and lip movement, starting with Darwin’s observations (see 3). Movements of the facial area and finger praxis are often linked in fine skilled action, as e.g. knitting or playing a musical instrument. This is corroborated by recent neurological and psychological evidence. Grasping a small versus large object while simultaneously saying a syllable leads to differential lip aperture sizes (greater when grasping a large object) and distinct voice spectra; this was true even when the subjects observed the grasping action rather than performing it themselves (Gentilucci & Corballis 2006). Gentilucci and Dalla Volta (2008) complement similar behavioural data with neuroimaging and rTMS findings to argue for a systemic relationship between arm motor control and linguistic vocalizations, claiming that orofacial behaviours are manifestations of this system. Higginbotham et al. (2008) found that precision grips and finger points or curls cause concurrent activity in the muscles responsible for the articulation of bilabial stops. Vainio et al. (2014) report faster grasp reaction times when pronouncing a “congruent” syllable: ‘ka’, articulated in the back of the oral cavity, for power grip, and ‘ti’, which has a front articulation, for precision grip. They conclude that precision grip shares some of the same mechanism with tip-of-the-tongue articulations (e.g. /t/), and with the vocal tract relatively closed (e.g. /i/). Finally, Forrester and Rodriguez (2015) report that in four year olds, performing a concurrent
manual task leads to an increased number of tongue protrusions, and that specifically
*fine motor control* tasks produce a right-side bias in those protrusions.

9. Summary and general discussion

From our review there emerges a complex picture of the visible movements of the
orofacial area. In this light, the gestural scenario of language origins certainly remains a
contender. We underscored the rich communicative potential of the orofacial area, and
emphasized its flexible voluntary control in nonhuman primates as well as humans, in a
way accessible for intentional communication – all of which is at least consistent with a
“manual gesture to orofacial gesture to speech” scenario, showing that hominins would
have had the substrates for developing an ontogenetically plastic system of visual
signalling with the face. We also pointed to the new evidence concerning the connection
of orofacial movements to manual action, which lends some plausibility to the
speculation about the manual signalling transforming into orofacial signalling. Indeed,
several of the findings we cite have been reported specifically in this context, i.e. as
supporting the gestural scenario (e.g. Woll 2014).

Nevertheless, the totality of the evidence presented above is difficult to interpret
generically as favouring the “orofacial transition” scenario of language origins. Many of
the observations are outside of the range of predictions that would seem to follow from
this approach. In particular, the most recent studies on the control of the vocal apparatus
in non-human primates have dented the conviction that has long been held (cf.
Tomasello 2008) that vocal communication in the LCA was likely involuntary and
inflexible. In the light of those data, the discontinuity in the production of sound signals
between humans and non-human primates might be smaller than previously estimated,
which correspondingly reduces the need for postulating an intervening gestural stage in language origins. This is compatible with other recent results that have been taken to support the multimodal position, e.g. a study of four captive chimpanzees showed that manual gesturing caused selective activation in the Broca’s area only if the gestures were accompanied by attention getting calls (Taglialatela et al. 2011).

What is uncontroversial is the vital role of visual information from the orofacial area in human communication: nonverbal communication (stand-alone and accompanying language), sign language and speech perception – a point repeatedly made in gestural studies. However, in most cases the visual component can only be singled out analytically, because in the actual communicative acts the vocal and visual information works together and is holistically processed by the receiver as composite audio-visual stimulus. We have stressed the tight coupling of the visual and vocal-auditory modalities in primate communication, including human verbal communication, and the tendency of many orofacial communicative signals to co-occur in both the auditory and visual modalities, leading to a message that is at least partly redundant and therefore amplified and more robust in comprehension. Although this does not necessarily directly favour a multimodal over a gestural account of language origins, it is conducive to a different way of thinking about language, beyond the opposition of gestural versus spoken.

This is not to say that we are in a position to falsify certain predictions of the gestural scenario of language origins; rather, we claim that the multimodal approach is able to better accommodate the evidence coming from the research on the visible movements of the orofacial area. In our view, the better fit results from the multimodal approach being a more realistic description of what communication is in general – a
point we developed in section 4. To sum up, ethologically inspired research that stresses ecological validity shows meaning-making (in monkeys, apes and humans) to be a goal-oriented rather than form-oriented process, often improvised in a make-do fashion, with the dynamic use of any semiotic resources currently at hand. All of this promotes a “continuity” scenario, in which first protolinguistic acts (i.e. communicative acts that could be assigned a propositional interpretation) had the form of visuo-vocal ensembles, with both modalities contributing to the propositional interpretation via multiple semiotic resources.

We must not overlook the fact that from an evolutionary perspective, the broad scope of the multimodal perspective at the same time constitutes a potential flaw. The increase of explanatory power that results from marrying the two rival options comes at a price, as it correspondingly lowers falsifiability. It is therefore vitally important for the proponents of multimodal theories to formulate testable predictions, in the sense of specifying ranges of possible data which, if produced by actual research, could potentially falsify their accounts. This could be achieved by developing more refined distinction within the spectrum of multimodal theories, for example between the conception of a single, unified multimodal system (McNeill 2012) and the conception of interacting systems with an initial advantage of vision as proposed by the bodily mimesis theorists, such as Donald (1991) and Zlatev (2014).

We wish to conclude by noting that movements of the orofacial area are an intriguing class of actions, whose significance for language evolution is greater than usually acknowledged. Despite the visible increase of interest in this topic (e.g. Corballis 2003; Meguerditchian et al. 2011; Arbib 2012) it still appears to be underexplored in the language evolution literature, which is evidenced by only marginal
treatment in the existing overview works: the Oxford Handbook of Language Evolution (ed. Tallerman & Gibson 2012) or the available textbooks (Johansson 2005; Hurford 2007; Fitch 2010). As is so often the case in language evolution, relevant findings come from many distinct disciplines, highlighting the need for interdisciplinary collaboration. The starting point is synthetic and integrative work exemplified in the present paper, which should enable more finely calibrated studies, both experimental and observational. Of course, no single experimentum crucis is possible, but the strength of cumulative evidence may ultimately make it possible to adjudicate between the competing models.
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